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Illustrated here is part of the team running 

our Marlow Archaeology stand at the 

Cookham Regatta on 3rd September 2016 

- an event which is always good fun and 

with a great atmosphere. A steady stream 

of visitors showed a good deal of interest 

in our displays of local fieldwork 

photographs, alongside a special section 

on our archaeological equipment. 

Fortunately the rain held off until mid-

afternoon. 

 

 

 

L to R: Ann Griffin, Sue Winter, Allan Wheeler, Joy Blake, Colin Berks and Tony Birkett. 

 

Also assisting on the day were Bridget Watson, Max Gardiner and Pam Knight. 

☺ 

First and foremost I am sure that all the  Society members will join me in 

offering a warm welcome  our new members.:- 
 

Mrs S. LePage    Kevin Redford  and   Adam Smith. 

 

Please note our new contact email address:  

marlowarch.mas@gmail.com 
 

 

 

Cookham Regatta: 

text and photograph by Pam Knight. 
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Romexit  - or nothing is ever new! 

 
copied from the CBA Facebook page!! Supplied by Colin Berks. 

 

Roman tablets discovered during an excavation in London include political 

posters calling on people to vote to leave the Roman empire, archaeologists 

have revealed……  

 

The Museum of London Archaeology said it had deciphered one document, from 8 January AD 57, 

found at the dig at Bloomberg’s new London headquarters. This document is written on what you 

could best describe as a ‘beer mat’,” explained one of the researchers. “It’s made of wood that’s been 

buried in mud for two-thousand years, so the writing is well-preserved and it’s clear it was written by 

someone who was very keen to leave the Roman Empire. 

“It asks ‘what have the Romans ever done for us?’ It lists things residents of Londinium could buy 

more cheaply if they were no longer influenced by Rome. “A lot of it is obviously propagandist bullshit, 

which was typical of the time – because two-thousand years ago people couldn’t do the research 

themselves on claims like this. “But it’s a nice reminder of how far society has come in the last two 

millennia.”. Historian Simon Williams said there was a large Roman-exit movement in London in the 

mid first-century, with many paintings showing leaders of the movement wearing tweed jackets and 

drinking and smoking while lecturing the city’s elderly population on how much better off they’d be 

without the Romans.!!!! 

“I don’t want to spoil the surprise and tell you exactly how the ‘Romexit’ campaign finished, but let’s 

just say the Romans didn’t leave for another five-hundred years.” Nothing is new   

 

 

The Portland Alley site visit  In May 2016. 

Pam Knight was part of a small group to visit the huge Portland site in Marlow  back in 

May 2016. She reported there had been some scanty evidence of C16 occupation and 

C19/early C20 oddments. Surprisingly, they had found no wells, which seems odd 

considering that there were Victorian cottages there.  

Pam had hopes of taking a photo of an MAS member holding an artefact, but 

somehow she thought a rusty 1920s pub ashtray would impress anyone! The site  

seems pretty unexciting.  
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HERITAGE OPEN DAY 2016 

 

 

 
 

What has become the annual Heritage Open Day in Marlow was held on 

Saturday, 10th September this year at Widmere Farm. About 200 people 

attended on a miserably wet day. The attraction was the opportunity to see 

the medieval chapel and crypt, reputed to have associations with the Knights 

Templar, who held the estate until the order was suppressed and their 

property transferred to the Knights Hospitaller. When they too were 

dissolved, the property was acquired by the Clayton family until it was sold to 

the White family, the present owners. 

T       The    exterior of the chapel has  

     been modified over the years, 

     serving as a barn, accommodation 

     for prisoners of war and latterly 

     as a store. 
 

     Tours of the chapel and crypt  

     were organised by the Marlow  

     Society and Marlow Archaeology  

     had a display including a brief 

    history of the chivalric orders. 
 

 

The crypt was lit with candles for 

the occasion, with plainchant in 

the background to enhance the 

atmosphere. The structure has 

survived much as it was, although 

the original medieval tiling has 

been replaced. For many years, 

the crypt served as the farm’s 

dairy. 

The roof timbers are said to be original and 

served first as ships timbers. Records of 

dendrochronological tests have disappeared, 

so this remains open to question. 
 

If the opportunity to visit comes again, it’s 

well worth seeing. 

 

   Article and photographs by  Peter Borrows 
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?? Another car park, another King ?? 

'Henry I'st remains' found beneath tarmac at Reading Gaol ! 

Britain’s kings appear to be making a habit of this! Richard 

III’s bones were found under a car park in Leicester. Now, 

according to   reports, in various  newspapers , during 

September 2016, it appears that the youngest son of William 

the Conqueror, King Henry I, may well have met a similarly 

undignified fate, as what could be his remains may be 

beneath a Ministry of Justice car park on the site of 

Reading Gaol and before that Reading Abbey.  

Henry, also know as Henry Beauclers, was born in 

September 1068, was crowned king in 1100 and died, in 

France, 1135. He founded Reading Abbey in 1121 and is 

known to have been his final resting place along side his 

Queen Adeliza. It is recorded that Henry 1 body was 

transported back from France and buried at Reading Abbey 

in January 1136. 

Whilst using ground penetrating radar a series of graves 

have been located on this site during an ambitious project 

to establish the full historic significance of the Abbey,. One 

of these graves, along with a number of other potentially 

significant finds, was close to the position of the Abbey’s 

High Altar and may just be of King Henry 1st. 

To paraphrase Oscar Wilde, who wrote one of his most 

famous works while imprisoned in Reading Gaol: “To lose 

one king beneath a car park may be regarded as a 

misfortune; to lose two looks like carelessness.”  

This story has someway to run!! 

Anne Spencer  
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Doug CourtneyDoug CourtneyDoug CourtneyDoug Courtney returns again to excavate at  returns again to excavate at  returns again to excavate at  returns again to excavate at         

Vindolanda Vindolanda Vindolanda Vindolanda ---- July 2016 July 2016 July 2016 July 2016    

    

Our fortnight began on a very rainy morning, and too wet to start excavating. We were treated 

to a lecture by Dr Beth Greene about the leather shoes that had been found at Vindolanda, 

about 4,000 in all and increasing at the rate of about 30 shoes per day this season. Just before 

lunch, we were allocated our patches in the fort or vicus – yet again DV and I are in the fort. 

We are each given less experienced diggers to supervise, and asked to take down a second 

century level to a lower level being careful to preserve a suspected structure (part of a later 

apse?) spanning both levels.  

 

                        Part of an apse?                                                  Samian pot-lid                                                           

 
 

With a bucket-run to the barrows of 30 yards and another 120 yards to the spoil heap we 

certainly got our exercise! Few finds emerged - only some pot sherds, while nearby a belt-

buckle and part of a Roman helmet were unearthed. The following day we moved a large 

quantity of soil, and revealed a few more sherds, while our neighbours found a coin, a 

decorative clasp, and a large piece of amphora. My charge complained that she was rather 

bored with moving earth and not finding much. 

 

Day 3 proved more interesting, when we produced a lead plumb-weight, some pot, and a very 

nice Samain pot-lid with maker’s mark. Sadly we had to abandon the trench just after 2.00pm 

due to heavy rain.   On Thursday and Friday we were blessed with better weather, enabling us 

to complete the task in hand. For our efforts we unearthed a very rusty dagger (in 4 separate 

pieces). 
 

Weekend activities included visits to Binchester excavations, Beamish Open-Air museum, 

and Corbridge Roman site, in very pleasant warm weather.  
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For the second week we were moved to the extreme south wall of the fort, to excavate three 

adjacent ‘roundhouses’, c198-213 AD, butting up to the (Severan 193-211AD) wall, with an 

earlier (Antonine 138-161AD?) wall running through the middle.  The ‘roundhouse’ wall-

bases [see photo ←] were just stones that 

would not have supported a solid structure, so 

their purpose was only to be guessed at. The 

official view is that they were temporary 

labourers’ huts. We were to take down the 

floor levels, and if they revealed anything of 

interest they would be preserved, otherwise – 

probably not.  

 

On Monday and Tuesday we removed a hard 

top layer of clay over a gritty layer from the 

fort-wall side of the intervening wall (bottom   left of picture), while on the ‘inner’ side a 

thick layer of soft clay in-filled the gap. Progress was slow, particularly with the soft clay, and 

the unstable state of the Antonine wall. The following day, heavy rain in the morning 

prevented any digging at all, so there was part two of the shoe-lecture, followed by a visit to 

the Roman army Museum, and a free afternoon in the sun. The final two days were fine, and 

good progress was made and the clay, once removed showed traces of a possible stone floor 

surface (bottom right in picture).  However, we were unable to reveal more of this as it 

vanished under the stone wall. Total finds for the week: one nice piece of decorated Samain –

ware and two bones. 

 

And so – back to normality for another year……Text and photographs by …Doug Courtney..  

■↔↔ ↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔↔■ 

 
What ever is this guy doing? Did he fall or was he pushed? 

Before you ask – no this isn’t Doug – nor is it Colin Berks – but I think he sent me the 
photo!! 
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A rare find. – a Samian late1st- early 2nd inkwell. July 2016 
    

A A A A ReportReportReportReport     by  by  by  by Anne SpencerAnne SpencerAnne SpencerAnne Spencer....    
 

This extremely interesting and rare find, shown below, was recovered during this years 

excavation season at Dorchester on Thames, [which is a collaboration between Oxford 

University’s School of Archaeology, OA South, Dorchester Abbey Museum and the people of 

the town]. Paul Booth, Site Director, an established Roman pottery specialist, identified the 

find as a late 1st/early 2nd century inkwell, probably of  Southern Gaulish origins. The top was 

8.5 cm in diameter with the opening in the centre and an. interned rim to prevented spillage . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.A quick trawl on the internet took me to the 

Museum of London’s website where I found this 

photograph of a Roman inkwell, on the left - 

Reference A16988, Inkwell Roman late 1st century 

Southern South Gaul (near Millau, NW of 

Montpellier, France). On the right is a sketch as to 

what it would have looked like new - drawn by Paul 

Booth, on the day it was found. Amazing since he had only ever seen 

another one and that was in a museum case! 

 

The term Samain ware is not used for this pottery in any other languages than English, it is 

called ‘terra sigillata'. How the term Samain came into the English vocabulary is unclear as 

the pottery has nothing to do with the island of Samo. This bright-red, polished, plain and 

decorated tableware was used throughout the Roman Empire from the 1st century BC to the 

3rd century AD; it is the most easily recognised Roman tableware found in Britain.  This very 

 

Photos by 
Anne Spencer 
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tactical product was made mainly in Gaul, from a hard fine-

textured red fabric and classed as 'slipwares' due to the 

glossy surface slip - a matrix of mainly silicon and aluminium 

oxides. The clay for these pots was thrown into the mould, 

pressed against the sides and then turned on a wheel. When 

dried the pot had shrunk enough to be removed from the 

mould. Often there is a stamp on the base of these vessels; if 

found this can identify the name and dates that the potter was 

working - not the mould maker. See photo on the left which 

illustrates part of the backwards (mould-formed) Cinnamus 

stamp, along with a lion, and the back end of a female ?wolf. 

Copied from    http://discoveringdorchester.blogspot.co.uk/. 

 

The Vindolanda writing tablets etc make it easy to think that during the Roman era writing 

was on waxed tablets with a stylus – often created from animal bone. However ink was used 

on wooden tablets and on special documents of treated animal skins – parchment/vellum . 

Finds illustrate pens were 

trimmed reeds or metal pens 

with a split nib, just like a 

mapping pen nib! As I 

understand it the ink was 

produced in various colours but 

mainly black which was a 

mixture of soot, vinegar and 

Gum Arabic, - but also in red 

using red ochre or vermillion 

etc and the range even included 

gold and silver inks. 

 

Many ancient cultures around the world have independently 

discovered and formulated inks for the purposes of writing and drawing. The history of 

Chinese inks can be traced back to the 23rd century BC where they used soot and animal 

glues.  

Nothing in this world seems to be new! 

 

 
 

Drawing of styli found at Vindolanda 

© Vindolanda Trust 

A nib excavated at 
Vindolanda, fitted on its 
original wooden shaft. 
Several words could be 
written with each dip of the 
pen.       © Vindolanda Trust 

 

Breaking news  

The remains of an Anglo-Saxon palace have been found around four miles from the famous Sutton 
Hoo treasure-filled burial ship, which is thought to be the grave of King Raedwald, who died in 
about 624 AD . Eexperts are hoping its discovery will trigger a flurry of exciting finds. The 75ft by 
30ft building, at Rendlesham in Suffolk, is believed to have been used by royalty and could be have 
been part of 'the king's village' referred to by 8th Century scholar the Venerable Bede in his book 

An Ecclesiastical History of the English People. 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3799035/Lost-remains-Anglo-Saxon-

palace-near-Sutton-Hoo-burial-site.html#ixzz4LCdZMXAU 
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A BOOK REVIEW BY RAY SPENCER - OTHERWISE KNOW AS WACK. 

 

 

Forensic archaeology has become 

fashionable sub section of crime fiction. .I 

have just enjoyed reading a couple of 

books by an author new to me - Elly 

Griffiths. Her novels take their 

inspiration from her husband who gave up 

a city job to train as an archaeologist and 

an aunt living on the Norfolk coast who 

regaled Elly, when she was a child, with 

legends and myths of the area. 

 

The lead character in both Crossing Places 

and The Janus Stone is Ruth Galloway, a 

forensic archaeologist and academic who 

 
 

 

Proud to support Marlow Archaeology Society 

 
From alterations to existing homes and bespoke new builds 

 

Contact  Julian Galliven 707803 903 244  John Galliven 07803 903 285 
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lives in the windswept, wild expanses of North Norfolk.  .  
                    

                    A Veterans Garden Party. 
                 A contribution by Betty Bell-Smith  
On Thursday 9th June Joy Blake and I attended A Veterans 
Garden Party at Danesfield House as representatives of 
MAS. It was hosted by the hotel to celebrate its 25th 
anniversary after acquiring it from the RAF.  

In the grounds of Danesfield House Marlow Museum and Marlow Society had 
set up an exhibition of the work of the RAF at the house during WW2.  In 1941 
they had set up their intelligence unit – Reconnaissance & Photographic School 
and there the RAF stayed until 1948 when Danesfield was purchased by the Air 
Ministry for the Divisional Headquarters of the no 90 Group(Signals).  
Tea was served on the terrace and Joy and I sat with 2 elderly (that means older 
than us) veterans who had joined the RAF in 1947 and had many tales to tell. 
There were present day personnel there as well and they formed a guard of 
honour to welcome the arrival of two guests of honour, both wheelchair users 
who had been injured on recent active service and had come from Yorkshire to 
be with us.  
Tony Reeve was also there. He was in very good spirits and looking resplendent 
in a blue and white striped linen suit which he said he had had since he was a 
young man and was quite pleased that it still fitted him! [He has since died - 
what a loss he will be to Marlow - See page 12] 
There was plenty of time later to wander round the magnificent grounds and 
enjoy the views of the Thames. 
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It is with great sadness that we learnt of the untimely death of Tony Reeve, a long 

standing member of and a major contributor to the Marlow Society and MAS.. Tony 

died unexpectedly but peacefully at home between Saturday afternoon 9 July 16 and 

Sunday morning 10 July 16. We have lost 

a man of great learning and a wonderful 

knowledge of the history of Marlow. This 

photograph sent in by Pam Knight is of 

Tony Reeve and Day Day; it was taken at 

the Rookery Park excavation open day in 

July 2012.  A happy reminder of Tony 

Reeve’s membership and involvement 

since the Society began. 

 

Alex Agar 

It is with regret that we learnt, earlier in the year, of the death of Alex Agar, a 

founder member of MAS died in May. He described his interests in life as ABC. 

Archaeology, Beer and Curries!  Alex can be seen when we took part in the 

Wallingford walk He took part in the Wallingford Walk reported by Colin Berks, 

and is in the photo ‘Rain then tea or coffee’ on page 15 - he is seated on the 

right side of the right hand photograph.  

 

================================================= 
 

 

Obituaries 

Tony Reeve 

Have you ever looked at:Have you ever looked at:Have you ever looked at:Have you ever looked at:----    
The The The The Historic England ArchiveHistoric England ArchiveHistoric England ArchiveHistoric England Archives ?s ?s ?s ? 

 
There are millions of historic photographs and documents s at you fingertips 

Website Historic England.org.uk/archive 

Email – archive@Historic England.org.uk 

 

Whether you are a family, local historian, academic researcher or simply 

curious there is something for everyone.  
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MAS WALLINGFORD SAXON WALK 16th APRIL 2016 

A report by Colin Berks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of the walk along the rampart was to familiarise people with the size and extent 

of these defences. Ten brave people took part in cold miserable weather, even snow briefly. 

Colin Berks [CB] endeavoured to give information but admitted that very little archaeological 

investigation had taken place and therefore there was scant information. There were phase 

1 defences of 878/9, probably a simple ditch, bank and palisade, to resist Danes from 

Cirencester and Vikings from Fulham. This was successful allowing the Saxons to expand into 

what had been Mercia and eventually the formation of England, so of considerable 

importance to our history. The defences seen today are later, possibly 3 phases of 

construction. In 1006 Sweyn Forkbeard overran and set fire to the town There is speculation 

but no proof as to whether today's defences are over those of 878/9 as this has so far only 

been found at the north gate. There is no conclusive evidence as to when the later phases 

were built. 

 

The group met at St Leonard's Church and proceeded to walk alongside the ditch connecting 

with the Thames. CB drew attention to the 6thC settlement with numerous graves a little to 

the west outside the defences, also that the Church is said to have early Saxon material and 

be on a different alignment to the later town. Then we crossed the main road, up a lane to 

where the ditch and bank are visible. It is speculation as to whether the Thames formed the 

east side of the defences or if the main ditch and bank turned to run alongside the Thames. 

We then walked along the bank and around the Bullcroft to the west main road, in places 

not easy as the bank was slippery. At the museum we were 

all getting cold so decided instead to go to a cafe for a hot 

drink. When we were a bit warmer we went to the 

Museum, most thought it a bit disappointing. There was 

little about the important 9thC defences and only a few 

undated Saxon bits; nothing about the important 

excavations by N Brooks and Leicester University at the 

north gate or excavations by TWHAS and others. The 
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display blurb even said that the town’s history 

started in 1016!  We then proceeded along 

the rampart around the Bullcroft. This is 

where the size of the defences becomes 

evident, the ditch and bank are massive. Even 

allowing for construction in phases over many 

years, the effort involved must have been 

considerable. The Burghal Hidage indicates 

2,400 men to construct and man - but 

probably not all on site together. We then 

crossed the rampart and ditch to a path around the outside of the defences. mud, mud and 

more slippery mud, quite difficult. This brought us out on the main north road. At this point 

little way into the Castle grounds was where Brooks in 1966 and Leicester in 2009 

excavated. Very significantly, these excavations revealed phases of construction and grass 

tempered pottery from phase 1 dated to c 878/9. The significance being this evidence is of 

the same date as found by J Haslam at Cricklade phase 1 and supporting the suggestion of 

the Emergency Fort Period [N Brooks etc.] we suspect similar to our Sceafteses at Cookham. 

 

We had intended to walk out on the north road, then along a lane by a church, then into 

Castle Meadow and walk the whole length of the meadow passing the Castle. This would 

have been a long way through very wet high grass and standing water. It was decided to 

walk back towards the town, along Lamb Lane and through the secret door to view the 

Norman Castle, grounds and Civil War defences. Then to the antique centre, a look round 

followed by lunch in its cafe.  

 

All in all a successful visit despite the weather but of course when we had finished the sun 

came out. All were perplexed by the lack of information and attention to the historically 

important 9th C defences and the condition being overgrown with rubbish and not maintained 

despite it being a Listed Monument. This was in stark contrast to the Norman defences 

where the grass was mown and all well maintained. 

 

              SAXON                                                              NORMAN                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

Saxon   
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Thanks Colin for text and photographs. In the photo Rain and Tea, top right Alex Agar can be 

seen seated on the right hand side.  
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PPlleeaassee  mmaakkee  aa  nnoottee  ooff  tthheessee  ddaatteess  iinn  yyoouu  ddiiaarryy    

  

MMAARRLLOOWW  AARRCCHHAAEEOOLLOOGGYY  ((MMAASS))  
Registered Charity No. 1098081 as Marlow Archaeological Society 

 
 

EEVVEENNTTSS  ––  OOccttoobbeerr  22001166  ttoo  MMaarrcchh  22001177  
 

Talks are held in the Garden Room or Main Hall, Liston Hall, Marlow SL7 1DD 
 

 

EVERYONE WELCOME!   Entrance: £4 - Members £3 - Students £1.50 
    
 

   ►THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER 2016 at 8pm   
 

   The Old Straight Track revisited and reviewed;  

   understanding the dating patterns of mobility in prehistory   
   

   Prof. Martin Bell – University of Reading  (A joint talk with AiM arranged by MAS)  
 

  ► THURSDAY 3 NOVEMBER 2016 at 8pm  

   Sceaftesege – the lost Saxon fort at Cookham    

   Colin Berks MCIfA   (no entrance fee, all welcome – and enjoy a free glass of wine!) 
 

   ►THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2016 at 8pm (Main Hall, Liston Hall)   

   RICHARD III, Part II       
   Revealing Grey Friars: The archaeology of Leicester's lost Franciscan friary  

   Matthew Morris   (A joint talk with MAS arranged by AiM) 
    

   ►THURSDAY 19 JANUARY 2017 at 8pm  
 

   A Causewayed Enclosure and other discoveries at Thame   

   Ken Welsh – Regional Manager, Oxford Archaeology South      
 

   ►THURSDAY 9 MARCH 2017 at 8pm (Main Hall, Liston Hall) 
 

   My work as a Dendrochronologist   

   Dr Martin Bridge – Institute of Archaeology 
 

             Please watch our Members’ Updates and posters for additional dates or changes 
 

    Free adjacent parking after 7pm    Disabled access      www.marlowarchaeology.org 
 

               All enquiries, including membership: 01628 523896 or 473100                                         

 

 

Some  Marlow Society events  

Sun Oct 9    2.30pm meet at Marlow Museum SL7 2AE for a Forgotten Marlow Walk                                         

Contact tmswalks @ marlowsociety.org.uk 

Mon Oct 17 8pm.  Garden Room, Liston Hall tbd Contact  Andy Ford 

Maybe worth a visit to the British Museum :----- 
 
►Sunken Cities – Egypt’s lost world – until 27 November 2016 , book on line. 
►Rock Art and symbolism in southern Africa – Free until 20 November 2016. 
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. 

Priddy Unusual 
 The village of Priddy in the Mendip Hills, Somerset is best known for the Priddy Circles, four large circular scheduled ancient monuments. The largest circular embankment has a diameter of 194 metres. They are thought to date from the Neolithic and served as ritual or ceremonial structures similar to a henge. The southernmost circle was seriously damaged by work by the landowner, resulting in a fine of £10,000. The adjacent circle is the easiest to see, but is not particularly impressive and the original outer ditch is barely discernable. More spectacular are the round barrows on the hill to the east of the circles and closer to the village. There are 18 in total, most arranged in lines, but with individual barrows sited close by. These are reasonably accessible from the village, which has the added attraction of an excellent pub: all well worth a detour if you are in the area. 

 

 

  

 

       Plan courtesy of Wikipedia                              Photos by Peter Burrows. 
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The Black Death – Burial  Sites. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The history books, and various internet sites, tell me that the plague, the Black Death, was 

probably the most devastating of pandemics in human history. Recent research indicates 

that the pathogen Yersinia pestis bacterium was responsible and that it mutated into several 

different forms of plague. Historians have reached the conclusion that this horrendous 

pandemic originated in the arid plains of Central Asia, travelling along the Silk Road, to  

reach the Crimea by 1343. From there, it was carried by  fleas living on the black rats that 

were ‘regular passengers’ on merchant ships hence disseminating the plague throughout the 

Mediterranean and Europe. The Black Death is thought to have killed 30–60% of Europe's 

population. It has been estimated that in the 14th c. the world’s population was reduced by 

well over a million and the numbers did not recover to pre-plague levels until the 17th 

century. The plague recurred at intervals throughout the world until the 19th century.  

 

This dreadful pestilence arrived on British shores in 1349 – introduced by ships crews [and 

rats] docking at Weymouth. It spread throughout the country leaving havoc in its wake with 

an estimated  30 to 50% death toll over a period of time. Many clergy and monks died, 

presumably because they tended the sick. It was no respecter of rank, race, colour, creed, 

gender or age.  Imagine how we would be able to cope now if so many people died – 

doctors, nurses, dentists, train drivers, postmen, refuse collectors, butchers and bakers etc 

etc. – the utilities would collapse, and the whole country would grind to an unpleasant halt. 

 

Back to the 14 century - Buckinghamshire suffered badly with some village populations such 

as Salden, near Winslow, being almost wiped out. Throughout the country mass graves, now 

referred to as plague pits,  were dug in order to bury the dead quickly.  

 

So its reasonable to assume that Marlow did not escape the ravages of this plague. 

Many must have died – but where were they buried? 

Were plague pits dug on concentrated ground or just on a vacant space? 

Can anyone out there shed any light on this subject please? 

I would be delighted to hear from you.  

 

Anne Spencer  [annerayspencer@googlemail.com]. 

Historic –uk-com 
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?Are you a member of Marlow Archaeology ? 

 

Why not join us; we are a friendly active local society and 

help protect out heritage. New members are always 

welcome , no previous experience is necessary. Use our 

website to download a membership form, look up our talks 

programmes, etc. 

 

www.marlowarchaeolgy.org.uk  

 

Subscription rates:Subscription rates:Subscription rates:Subscription rates:----        
    

Single Single Single Single ---- £10.00: Couple  £10.00: Couple  £10.00: Couple  £10.00: Couple ---- £12.00: Family  £12.00: Family  £12.00: Family  £12.00: Family ---- £15.0 £15.0 £15.0 £15.00:  Student 0:  Student 0:  Student 0:  Student ---- £5.00 £5.00 £5.00 £5.00    

 

Our contact email address is:-  

marlowarch.mas@gmail.com 
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Printed by 

 
SOUTH BUCKS BUSINESS PRODUCTS.SOUTH BUCKS BUSINESS PRODUCTS.SOUTH BUCKS BUSINESS PRODUCTS.SOUTH BUCKS BUSINESS PRODUCTS.    

 
www.southbucksprint.co.uk    01494 437470 

 

Finally many thanks to  Bourne End Motors, Harrisons the 

Hairdressers and the builders Galliven Homes, whose 

advertisements appear in this newsletter, for their continued 

and valued sponsorship.  
 

Also thanks are, of course, due to the contributors to this 

edition of Times Past - without whom there would be little or no 

content to print! The next edition will be out in the Spring of 

2017. So please do let me have your contributions any time 

between now and then – I have a next edition file!  

 

Comments as to the contents – be they adverse or whatever - 

are always welcome.                                                              

                                                                                          Anne Anne Anne Anne 
Spencer Spencer Spencer Spencer –––– Editor. Editor. Editor. Editor.    
 
 
Anne Spencer – Editor                                                             
01628487790   
Fitzroy House 
21 St Peter Street 
Marlow                                                     
annerayspencer@googlemail.com 
SL7 1NQ 
 


